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The 1967 Spring Joint Computer Conference session organized by
Willis Ware and the 1970 Ware Report are widely held by computer
security practitioners and historians to have defined the field’s origin.
This article documents, describes, and assesses new evidence about
two early multilevel access, time-sharing systems, SDC’s Q-32 and
NSA’s RYE, and outlines the security-related consequences for both the
1967 SJCC session and 1970 Ware report.

The Defense Science Board (DSB) report
“Security Controls For Computer Systems,”
published in 1970 and known universally as
the Ware Report, is widely cited by computer
security practitioners as framing the computer
security field. It is referred to in technical
research articles on intrusion detection, high
assurance, requirements engineering, and computer security education; in the US Department
of Defense (DoD) Trusted Computer System
Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC), better known as
the Orange Book (based on the color of its
cover); and in papers by leading computer
security figures such as Roger Schell, Stephen
Walker, Marvin Schaefer, Carl Landwehr, Cynthia Irvine, and Deb Frincke. It was canonized
in the secure software assurance “common
body of knowledge.”1 The Ware Report is the
“paper that started it all, first raising computer
security as a problem,” according to Matt
Bishop.2 Beginning in 1967, the RAND’s Willis
Ware and the DSB panel investigated computer
security appropriate for multiuser (time-sharing) computer systems, especially those with
varying security classifications. Different lessons have been drawn from the Ware Report.3
This article explores the emerging discourse
about computer security at the think tank
RAND, its spin-off System Development Corporation (SDC), and the National Security
Agency (NSA) in the years leading up to the
1970 Ware report.4 It draws on archival records
at Charles Babbage Institute (CBI), including
company records from SDC and the personal
files of Ware himself as well as recently declassified NSA documents.6 The 1970 Ware Report,
the practitioners’ recognized origin point for
computer security, was substantially antici-
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pated by Ware and others at the 1967 Spring
Joint Computer Conference (widely accepted
in historians’ accounts).6 This article points to
new evidence that the 1967 Spring Joint Computer Conference (SJCC) papers (as well as the
1970 Ware Report itself) reported on—and
indeed depended on—two early time-sharing
systems: the SDC’s Q-32 and NSA’s RYE. These
two computing systems vividly raised the problem of multilevel computer security. Owing significantly to the fog of classification, these two
systems have remained in the shadow of Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s better
publicized CTSS (Compatible Time-Sharing
System) and Multics. A technical genealogy
can be fashioned that links SDC’s Q-32 and
NSA’s RYE with the Ware Report of 1970 and
the canonical question of multiaccess,
resource-sharing computer systems.
The term “discourse” is sometimes limited
to words, but this article follows Paul Edwards’
wider sense of the term. In his book The Closed
World, Edwards demonstrates the continual
interplay of technical concepts, research programs, computing systems, and ways of thinking about politics, society, and the Cold War.
For him, the term discourse emphasizes “the
constructive and productive elements of the
intersection of material conditions with knowledge, politics, and society.”7 This article shows
that it is empirically productive to examine the
origins of computer security as an intersection
of material and conceptual elements. Conceptual problems at the core of computer security
were raised by a certain type of computing—
that is, time-sharing systems with multilevel
access. The air-defense project SAGE, for which
computers were manufactured by IBM and
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programmed by SDC, featured large-scale computing power, networked communications,
distributed users, military-sensitive data, and
real-time operations. SAGE did not, however,
have multilevel access since its air-defense
radar, airplane tracking, and missile telemetry
data (and US Air Force users) did not involve
multiple levels of security at the same moment
of operation. The security challenges of multilevel time-sharing arrived with second-generation time-sharing—at SDC and NSA among
others—that brought users at multiple levels of
classification or clearance onto the same computing system at the same time. Other multilevel time-sharing systems, such as Multics, had
parallel but distinct lines of influence.8
Because of their work on specific multiuser, multilevel computer systems, SDC and
the NSA were each an early locus of computer
security. As a successor of SAGE, SDC’s Q-32
was the developmental context for an early
high-level language (the Algol-inspired
Jovial) widely used in command-and-control
applications and led to the explicitly security-conscious ADEPT-50 time-sharing system
that SDC developed for IBM System 360 computers.9 Many aspects of NSA’s massive efforts
in computing are still obscure, but available
documents make it abundantly clear that,
beginning in the 1960s, the agency’s RYE created a global networked communication system that handled some of the most sensitive
classified materials in existence. More to the
point, RYE was one paradigm for computer
security presented in the 1967 SJCC session
and the 1970 Ware Report. A review of computer security in 1972 explicitly identified
NSA’s RYE as one of two “examples of early
attempts at achieving ‘multi-level’ security.”
It then elaborated: “Early intelligence oriented systems installed software safeguards
to allow concurrent processing of various categories of Top Secret data” (emphasis added).10

RAND and Its Spin-Offs
RAND has long served as an archetype, sometimes even a caricature, of a Cold War–era
think tank. In the 1960s RAND was targeted in
popular culture by folk-singer Malvina Reynolds’ biting “RAND Hymn” (1961) and filmmaker Stanley Kubrick’s thinly disguised
“Bland Corporation” in Dr. Strangelove
(1964).11 Herman Kahn’s writings about
nuclear holocaust inspired fellow RAND
researcher Paul Baran’s early conceptualization
of packet switching. In recent work on RAND,
historians have examined topics such as its
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NSA’s RYE created a
global networked
communication system
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the most sensitive
classified materials in
existence.

secrecy practices, research policies, and wider
social and political impact.12
RAND’s spin-off SDC had its origins in Project SAGE, which transformed MIT’s Whirlwind computer into a continent-spanning airdefense network. Facing the novel challenges
and substantial risk of developing the SAGE
software, RAND spun off the System Development Corporation (1955–1957). SDC grew
rapidly in size and budget to be many times
that of its parent RAND so that, famously, “at
one point SDC employed about 90 percent of
the nation’s computer programmers.”13 In
1961 SDC’s “in-house facilities [were] the largest computing complex in the world,” according to one insider.14 The MITRE Corporation,
founded in 1959, was another SAGE-related
spin-off from MIT’s Lincoln Laboratory.
MITRE also evolved into a prominent site for
computer security research and evaluation.15
Because of their common concern with multilevel time-sharing, RAND, SDC, MITRE, and
other military and intelligence agencies
(including the NSA) were key actors in developing early computer security artifacts, practices, and concepts.
Early computer security—an antecedent
history to the Ware Report—comes into
sharper focus by examining the careers and
projects of key individuals. At SDC one such
staffer was Clark Weissman, a 1956 graduate of
MIT in aeronautical engineering who followed
his early-career work at SDC on time-sharing
and computer security with subsequent engineering and management positions with
Unisys Defense Systems and Northrop Grumman and consulting for the NSA’s network
security working group.16 The pivotal material
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context at SDC was his work on the Strategic
Air Command Control System (SACCS), sometimes known as Super Sage. Lining up Weissman’s
publications
and
presentations
beginning in the 1960s reveals a characteristic
cluster of related problems and an impressive
“who’s who” of the pioneers in computer
security. Weissman and his SDC colleague
Jules Schwartz published seminal technical
articles on SDC’s Q-32 time-sharing system,
and in 1969 Weissman published two articles
on the security-conscious ADEPT-50 timesharing system, commissioned to bring secure
time-sharing to IBM 360 computers that,
although spreading rapidly in industry, lacked
effective and secure time-sharing for the government, military, and intelligence world.
“Security aspects” were Weissman’s special
focus at a 1968 DARPA symposium on the
ADEPT-50 system, and his presentation slides
demonstrate an attention to physical, hardware, and time-sharing security as well as
specific attention to different levels of classification and the challenges of multiple users,
programs, and files. His discussion of security
maintenance drew attention to such seemingly mundane but nonetheless critical
elements as residue control, integrity monitoring, and security operation stations.
“Demonstrations showing a nonprogrammer
querying an on-line database on the status of
Vietnam forces aroused wide interest in
ADEPT’s capabilities,” noted a SDC staffer. In
short order, ADEPT was installed in numerous
military locations, including the Pentagon
and the Strategic Air Command.17
Weissman’s coauthors and copanelists in
the early 1970s when he headed SDC’s Security Systems Department are an impressive roster of computer security pioneers: James P.
Anderson, Peter Denning, Roger Schell, Steve
Lipner, William Wulf, and Peter Neumann.
Weissman followed this with work on Blacker,
a cryptographic gateway for the Defense Data
Network, one of the first three computer systems successfully certified at the TCSEC topmost A1 category.18 All these systems—Q-32,
ADEPT-50, and Blacker—were networking or
time-sharing systems with multiple levels of
access that forcefully raised the problem of
computer security.
A parallel genealogy comes from the career
of Jules Schwartz, who joined RAND in 1954
after obtaining a master’s in mathematics
from Columbia University while working at
Columbia’s Watson Scientific Computing Laboratory. Whereas SAGE was programmed in
machine language, Schwartz had experience
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developing several early high-level languages
including the PACT (Project for Automatic
Coding Techniques) compiler and a utility system for MIT’s Lincoln Labs. Moving to SDC on
its founding, Schwartz began work in 1958 on
what became the Jovial programming
language, which is eponymously “Jules’ Own
Version of the International Algebraic
Language.” Schwartz recalled that “JOVIAL
really got its beginnings because of the launching by the Air Force … of the SACCS system.
SACCS was to be developed from scratch. This
means new computers, a new system, new
programming techniques, and a new operating (executive) system.”19 In the 1960s,
Schwarz concentrated on time-sharing and
databases—indeed, he managed SDC’s Q-32
system—and then in 1970 he moved to Computer Sciences Corporation. His publications
also trace a lineage from the large military systems work through databases and interactive
programming.20 Like MITRE, Multics, Honeywell, and the NSA, SDC created the emerging
computer security community. Additional
SDC connections in this group include
Richard Kemmerer, an established SDC consultant who worked with Secure Unix, formal
methods, intrusion detection, and later the
landmark TCSEC effort, and most notably,
Marvin Schaefer, who did security work at
SDC beginning in 1965 that led to his seminal
work starting the TCSEC and setting up the
National Computer Security Center.21
The Q-32 time-sharing system fell somewhat into SDC’s lap. J.C.R. Licklider, as is well
known, was a determined and resourceful
advocate for interactive computing. The Air
Force in the late 1950s planned a full-blown
replacement for the vacuum-tube-based
SAGE, so-called Super Sage, using transistorized computers and enhanced networking
and communications. Questions about the
feasibility of the follow-on project, and quite
possibly frustrations with the original SAGE
system, led to the cancellation of the main
project in 1960. For SDC an ARPA contact also
hung in the balance. “The only thing that was
going to save it was the use of the Q32 computer,” recalled Schwarz. “At that time
Licklider was proposing his man-computer
symbiosis ideas, and he had the idea that we
should have a time sharing system on the Q32
computer which would service universities or
researchers around the country.”22 IBM was
gearing up to manufacture a dozen or more
machines for SAGE’s successor; in the event,
two closely related Q-31s were sent to Strategic
Air Command (SAC) facilities in Omaha,

Nebraska, and one Q-32 was shipped to SDC
in Santa Monica.
SDC’s Q-32 was originally intended as a
prototype for an all-embracing air-defense system, and to this end, Schwartz’s Jovial programming language was used for 95 percent
of its code—saving, by any estimation, thousands of programmer-hours over SAGE-era
machine coding. With time-sharing realized
by 1963, “about the same time as the betterknown Compatible Time-Sharing System
(CTSS) system”23a at MIT, Schwartz developed
an interactive interpreter for Jovial. SDC’s Q32 supported a number of innovations in
time-sharing and remote logins. Among the
early remote users were Douglas Englebart’s
Augmentation Research Center at the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) and the SAC airdefense network. By 1963, there was a twonode network connecting a Control Data
160A minicomputer at SRI “400 miles distant
from the Q-32.”23 A DEC PDP-1 minicomputer served as a communications gateway
(similar to the Arpanet’s interface-message
processors, or IMPs) for all external network
connections to the Q-32. This meant that
local teletypes, local displays, remote teletypes, and remote computers like the CDC
160A (and soon MIT Lincoln Laboratory’s TX2 computer on the other side of the country)
were connected to the PDP-1, which formed
an interface to the Q-32 computer. Users of
the teletype terminals also could avail themselves of an innovative messaging system,
again substantially anticipating interactive
text messaging. SDC’s Q-32 was actively used
by SAC, ARPA, the Air Force, and numerous
other external users through 1970.24
The strong national security bent of computer security during these years is well known
and well documented. “The ancestry of the
Orange Book and derivative documents …
was defense driven ab initio,” stated RAND’s
Willis Ware.25 The DSB’s computer security
steering group, chaired by Ware, included representatives from SDC, Lockheed Missiles and
Space, the DoD’s Directorate for Security Policy, the Office of the Secretary of Defense’s
Director of Defense Research and Engineering
(DDR&E), Central Intelligence Agency, NSA,
and ARPA, as well as Edward Glaser from Case
Western Reserve University. Its policy panel
included additional representatives from these
agencies as well as the Defense Communication Agency and Chemical Abstracts Service;
the technical panel included representatives
from MITRE, IBM, MIT, and the White House
and consultant James P. Anderson, who auth-
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the 1970 Ware Report
was the technical session
that Ware organized for
the 1967 SJCC.
ored a notable computer-security report.
Three recent articles in IEEE Annals elaborate
on the basic narrative following the 1970
Ware Report through the Orange Book,
emerging in the mid-1980s.26
The single most important precursor to
the 1970 Ware Report was the technical session that Ware organized for the 1967 SJCC.
In addition to Ware and two other RAND colleagues (Harold Petersen and Rein Turn), the
conference session featured a notable paper
by the NSA’s Bernard Peters. In 2003 Ware
recalled the growing importance of computing to the military services and his perception
that the US government was becoming
dependent of computing:
We would talk amongst ourselves in the hallways at conferences and gradually there
emerged a concern that we really ought to do
something about finding out how to protect
computer systems and all that information in
them, because the country has become too
dependent on them. That was the thread that
began … computer or information security.
We: myself, Paul Armer, probably Bob Patrick,
maybe Pat Haverty, decided that we ought to
put on a session … —four papers as I remember—offered it to this Spring Joint Computer
Conference meeting in Atlantic City [in 1967].
So that was the first public discussion that I
believe ever took place on what we now call
computer security.27

The Context of Computer Security
Even here, with the military services’ dependence on computing clearly in the foreground,
there were other forces at work that loosened
RAND’s once-tight relationship with the Air
Force and permitted discourse on computer
security to move more readily between the
classified and public realms. This was, after all,
the 1960s. The political turmoil surrounding
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Figure 1. National Security Agency’s Univac 494 and the time-sharing
RYE computing system.33 A color version dated 1972 appears online in
an article by James Bamford.34

the Vietnam War, criticisms of the DoD’s Federally Funded Research and Development
Centers—so-called FFRDCs such as SDC and
RAND—by private industry, and persistent
congressional scrutiny of these relationships
across the 1960s led to significant structural
change. Since its founding, RAND had served
the US Air Force as a prototypical think tank,
but between 1963 and 1973 its level of funding from the US Air Force was cut in half. The
decrease in funding across these 10 years
resulted in a drop from roughly 900 Air Forcesupported researchers down to 400.28
In his oral history, Ware recalled the 1967
retirement of RAND’s long-serving president
Frank Collbohm as a trigger for change. According to historian Roger Lotchin, Collbohm was
“an ex-pilot with Douglas Aircraft and a close
friend of General [Henry ‘Hap’] Arnold” who
had led RAND for nearly two decades since its
founding as a spin-off from Douglas.29 The
political climate just described impinged on
FFRDCs. SDC’s management in May 1967
pointed to the worrisome “atmosphere prevailing in Washington” that meant “our solesource contract acquisition methods [are] coming to a close.”30 SDC’s parent RAND felt similar pressures. Ware recalled,
The result of the [Daniel] Ellsberg flap and
other things of the time was that Congress
directed RAND to diversify, and so Harry
Rowan [RAND’s new president in 1967] was
told to create a non-defense domestic program. That was really the start of change.31
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RAND’s subsequent activities in urban
management and social-welfare policy have
been documented by historians David Jardini, Jennifer Light, and others.32 In this
same vein, Ware’s choice of the joint computer conference, sponsored by the American
Federation of Information Processing Societies (AFIPS) (active 1961–1990) with support
from the Institute of Radio Engineers (IRE),
American Institute of Electrical Engineers
(AIEE), and ACM, was a notable public venue
for presenting computer security work previously done largely behind closed doors.
NSA’s Bernard Peters took a public role,
highly unusual for the time, in the 1967 SJCC
session. “The enabling event,” as Ware
described it, was the NSA’s development of a
full-blown remote-access time-sharing system built around a Univac mainframe and
installed at the agency’s Fort Meade headquarters. This was RYE. It featured a “full set
of security access controls” for terminals and
users both at the NSA headquarters as well as
worldwide (see Figure 133,34). “Fortuitously, I
knew details of the system,” stated Ware.35 Of
course it wasn’t by chance that he was unusually well informed about computing developments at the NSA. Ware’s personal papers at
CBI contain extensive folders on military
agencies and national labs,36 defense contractors,37 and prominent computer manufacturers38 from the early 1950s through the
1970s. He sat on numerous scientific advisory
committees, including that of the NSA
itself.39
As chair of RAND’s Computer Science
Department since 1964, Ware spent roughly
equal thirds of his time supervising the RAND
department, serving as a computing professional active in AFIPS and other organizations,
and engaging in government advisory activities. Thus, his unique role in computing at
the time helped bring NSA’s RYE into the public eye. Secrecy at the NSA (for years it was
dubbed “No Such Agency”) formed one
obvious barrier to the public’s understanding
of its key role in computer security.40 In a
semiofficial book on its supercomputer
Stretch (an early one was delivered to the
NSA), IBM disguised the existence of NSA’s
purpose-built code-breaking unit (codenamed
Harvest) in a chapter on “A Nonarithmetical
System Extension” with its contrived and misleading examples from the “soft sciences.”41 A
less-recognized barrier was a common convention in the technical literature: conference
papers describing a specific computer system
(in a presented version) were frequently

rewritten to emphasize its general “principles”
in the published version.42 The published
paper by NSA’s Bernard Peters did precisely
that. Peters at the time gave almost no identifying details of RYE, despite his being the
agency’s director of the RYE system.43 The
agency has since declassified enough documentation to now permit a description of the
RYE system and the immense NSA computing
complex (see Figure 233). NSA’s RYE, like the
other multilevel time-shared computer systems, shaped the emerging discourse of computer security.
The NSA’s networked time-sharing system
RYE was built during a period of dramatic
expansion. Beginning in the early 1960s, the
agency’s computing capacity expanded at a
sustained compound growth rate of 50 percent per year.44 The NSA’s computing resources, valued at $50 million in 1963, was
according to an NSA history “by far the largest
in the country and probably the world.” Notable recent additions were the IBM 7030
Stretch computer with its Harvest code-breaking unit (see Figure 2). In 1963 the NSA
bought its first DEC minicomputers and also
initiated the RYE system. Around 1960, NSA
had built an early computer-based communications network based on IBM 7010 computers that sped the delivery of traffic extracts
or technical summaries from its far-flung field
stations to its Fort Meade headquarters. In
1963 NSA purchased a Univac 490 mainframe
computer (see Figure 1) and constructed a network initially consisting of 20 or 30 terminals
located in the agency’s Fort Meade headquarters and in field stations around the world.
“The software, called RYE, was developed at
NSA and was ideal for handling simultaneous
inputs from the remote stations.” The RYE
complex, soon powered by two high-capacity
Univac 494 models, became “the central nervous system” for the NSA’s operations center
(NSOC) that dealt with high-priority incoming traffic on the “Soviet problem.”45
The era of intelligence officers pouring
over piles of printed teletypes had ended.
“Short highly formatted information
fragments” came in on more than 100
“internetted” operational communication
circuits, were processed by the Univac 494s,
and then routed to CRT terminals being used
by analysts on the “floor.” Actually “any RYE
terminal”—inside or outside NSA’s headquarters (see Figure 333)—also had access through
a file maintenance and retrieval system to
“various end-product and technical files.”46
(In a few years RYE doubled again to four Uni-

Figure 2. NSA in the 1960s relied on the IBM 7030 Stretch connected to
the one-of-a-kind HARVEST unit, which was operational in 1962 (shown
here in 1968).33

Figure 3. The NSA’s newly constructed nine-story headquarters (circa
1964) was surrounded by the three-story Operations 1 buildings that
housed “acres” of computing.33

vac 494s and 200 terminals.) As adjuncts to
RYE, TIDE was the specialized time-dependent intelligence-processing software, while
TIPS (Technical Information Processing System) was the “hardware devices, software
executive routines, conventions, communication package, and data bases in support of
the quick-turnaround, on-line, information
storage and retrieval capability within
RYE.”47 By 1965 RYE was integrated into the
NSA computing complex, including the
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Figure 4. NSA’s computing beyond exotic crypto. In the early 1970s, the
NSA used four IBM 360 mainframes in its Central Data Processing
Facility alone (soon replaced by IBM 370/165s).

Stretch–Harvest system: “RYE has made it
possible for the Agency to locate many more
potentially exploitable cryptographic situations … Many messages that would have
taken hours or days to read by hand methods
… can now be ‘set’ and machine decrypted in
a matter of minutes.”48 Intercepted communications in Vietnam could be sent to Fort
Meade, decrypted there, and returned to US
field commanders in four hours.49 By 1968,
with expansion of the RYE complex and
installation of IBM mainframes and CDC
supercomputers, “NSA had over 100 computers occupying almost 5 acres of floor
space.”50
It is worth reflecting on this detailed portrait of NSA’s computing. Comprehending
the scale and significance of computing in
the intelligence and classified realms has
been difficult for many years.51 It is now possible to appreciate that NSA’s computing was
not merely immense in scale but also that it
ranged far beyond specialized crypto (see
Figure 4). In the early 1970s, NSA had seven
defined accounting categories for its computing activities: missile and space telemetry (2
percent of total computing capacity), plain
language processing (7 percent), electronic
intelligence processing (10 percent), communication intelligence (10 percent), traffic
analysis (13.5 percent), management and
technical support (19 percent), and crypt-
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analysis (39.5 percent) as well as additional
capacity in the RYE network (roughly 10 percent on top).52 As additional documents are
declassified, historians are likely to better
document the intelligence agencies’ impact
on communications, networking, security,
databases, high-capacity storage, text-mining
software, and other computing areas.53
Here is one comparison from 1973. RYE
then had 200 “internetted” terminals with a
global network extending to Asia (there are
clear reports of NSA’s field officers in Vietnam
preparing the structured technical summaries
[TECSUMs] that were fed into RYE),54 and the
agency then had at least 30 mainframe computers (including seven CDC supercomputers
and an untold additional number of minicomputers).55 Thus, it seems inescapable that
the NSA alone substantially exceeded the
computing capability of the entire Arpanet
(at the time roughly 20 TIP terminals and 20
full IMP nodes) providing network access to
just 13 mainframes (mostly IBM 360s and
370s) and 30 minicomputers (mostly DEC
PDPs). The agency’s varied uses of computing, and ultimately its impact, is amply
revealed when examining the entirety of
computing—“hardware devices, software
executive routines, conventions, communication package, and data bases.”47
Ware himself explicitly connected the
NSA’s computing complex with computer
security. “There will have to be a comprehensive solution to the matter of computer
security,” Ware stated in his 1973 NSA advisory committee assessment. He pointed to the
agency’s growing dependence on electronic
computing and the pressing questions of reliability (which meant that feasible security
measures could not impose undue computational burdens). There was also the delicate
issue of the physical vulnerability of NSA’s
Fort Meade headquarters. The “centralization
of business at Fort Meade” put the nation’s signals intelligence “eggs into one basket,” Ware
stated. “The headquarters area would be a vulnerable target of immense and growing military significance.”56
Bernard Peters was hardly the sole NSA
staffer active in computer security. Long-time
NSA researcher Daniel Edwards investigated
and named “Trojan horse” attacks, and he
later worked at NSA’s National Computer
Security Center on its development of the
landmark TCSEC. Rebecca Bace helped
develop the field of intrusion detection, writing an influential textbook on the topic and
managing NSA’s security research. Yet another

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Comparison of (a) Figure 1 from the 1967 Spring Joint Computer Conference (SJCC) session and (b) Figure 3 from
the 1970 Ware Report. The similarities suggest the significance of pre-1967 computer security work.

NSA staffer active in early computer security
was Stephen Walker, who subsequently
worked at ARPA’s Information Processing
Techniques Office (IPTO) and the Office of the
Secretary of Defense. Then in the early 1980s,
Walker founded Trusted Information Systems,
a celebrated security start-up company that
employed a stunning roster of security pioneers (including David Bell, Terry Benzel, Martha Branstad, Steve Lipner, and Marvin
Schaefer as well as networking pioneer Steve
Crocker). Among TIS’s notable successes was
Trusted Xenix and its groundwork that led to
the modern security firewall industry.57

From SDC and NSA to 1967 SJCC
Ware’s 1967 SJCC introduction as session chair
was a broad overview of the problem of computer security. He pointed specifically to situations where multiple users with sensitive
classified information used a single computing
system, so “safeguards must be provided to
guard against the leakage of information.”58
Anyone who has studied the 1970 Ware
Report will experience a moment of disorientation, however, in seeing its often-repeated
computer-security graphic59 plainly printed in
the 1967 session, labeled as “Typical configuration of resource-sharing computer system”
(see Figure 5). One seeming result of the 1970
Ware Report was in actuality an input to that
report, once again suggesting the significance
of pre-1967 computer security work.
The labels in the 1970 Ware Report graphic
were redrawn to be larger and more legible
(see Figure 5b), but the two versions feature
precisely the same computer-system compo-

nents: “processor,” “switching center,”
“communication lines,” remote consoles/terminals, and several distinct types of people as
well as virtually all the same text. The security
concerns connected to distinct types of people
are clearly identified: an operator might
“replace a protecting monitor [roughly, operating system] with a non-protective one” or
might “reveal protective measures,” a maintenance man might “disable protective hardware devices” or use utility programs “to
access files or to explore the system,” and a
systems programmer might “disable software”
or “provide private ‘ins’ to system” or “reveal
protective measures,” and all the while a user
might compromise security through identification, authentication, and “subtle modifications to software system.” Left unidentified in
both versions were who might attach “bugs”
or recording devices to printers or terminals.
Of equal concern to Ware by 1967 was the
physical hardware that emitted radiation at
no less than five points (processor, communication lines, switching center, terminal connections, and terminals themselves) and so
might be vulnerable to taps. Much energy in
the security community has focused on the
hardware, with the vulnerability or misuse of
protective circuits, bounds registers, memory
read/write protects, or privileged modes.
Communication and terminal lines were vulnerable to “crosstalk.” And finally, computer
security researchers have focused immense
attention on software (failure of protection
features, access control, user identification,
and bounds control). It would be impressive
if the DSB’s three-year effort had led to such
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Early computer security
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RAND–SDC–NSA network



beginning in the



mid-1960s explicitly
framed the 1967 SJCC
session and 1970 Ware
Report.
an all-encompassing graphic; it’s something
else entirely to recognize the 1967 graphic
more properly as an input to the Ware Report
of 1970.
Harold Peterson and Rein Turn’s 1967
SJCC paper, “System Implications of Information Privacy,” focused on nonmilitary systems and highlighted that security and
privacy are two sides of the same coin, as the
notable IEEE Security and Privacy conference
series has long expressed. NSA staffer Bernard
Peters’ SJCC contribution is a short but dense
paper that, in its published version, developed nine specific principles in its discussion
of “security considerations in a multi-programmed computer system.” The paper’s
conclusion broadly hints at the NSA’s specific
real-world system that lay behind the published paper’s abstractions: “The principles
set forth in this paper have been generalized
from the specific development of a specific
system [that is, NSA’s time-sharing Univac
494] which dealt with multi-levels of classified information [RYE].”60 The nine principles were as follows:
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Computers must operate under a monitor approved by appropriate authority.
Computers must have adequate memory
to protect privileged instructions.
Computers must have appropriate physical security to prevent local override of
the monitor.
Electrical separation of peripheral devices is not necessary provided the monitor has been approved by the appropriate
authority.
Computers may operate in multiprogrammed or multiprocessor modes pro-
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vided the monitor has been approved for
such modes.
Operating personnel must be cleared to
appropriate levels.
A log of all significant events should be
maintained.
Every user should be subject to common
discipline and authority.
Individual remote terminals may need to
change their security level upward.

The core of Peters’ paper specifies the allimportant “attributes of an acceptable monitor,” the security-conscious elements of an
operating system. For Peters the monitor was
“the key defense, the key security element in
the system.”61 The notion of a security-enforcing “reference monitor,” typically credited to
Roger Schell or James Anderson, was already
emerging here. Peters optimistically estimated
the security-conscious monitor might cost 10
percent more to develop than a typical multiprogramming monitor. It would strictly perform all input/output as well as manage the
system clocks and main operating console. A
specific concern was “critical coding” because
when a programming interrupt occurred the
computer was placed in a vulnerable situation
in which the memory might not be protected
or stable. Specifically, the “monitor must keep
the user programs bounded by memory
protect” while they are running.
If an unauthorized action or security violation occurs, the monitor must quickly suspend the offending process and bring about
“a complete abort of all parts of that request”
to prevent an insecure program from making
multiple attempts to subvert the security system. Even debugging or testing must not
escape control of the monitor, because the
new program introduced “is the one most
likely to violate security.” Finally, in that era
of unstable bits (and the common use of socalled parity bits), the data used for security
levels (such as classified and unclassified)
must never be single bits where a bit error
could lead to a significant shift in security.
Peters stated that he used a 60-bit flag in the
(unnamed) machine that had a 30-bit word
length so that four 15-bit “configurations”
were “complementary” to specify and ensure
the security classification.

Conclusion
Early computer security work done by the
RAND–SDC–NSA network beginning in the
mid-1960s explicitly framed the 1967 SJCC
session and 1970 Ware Report. In December

1968, NSA’s RYE is specifically named and
credited: “Security Procedures for the RYE System” grounded the 1970 report’s policy recommendations
on
management
and
administrative control. Also specifically cited
was NSA’s George Hicken, “representing the
RYE and COINS systems.” And the 1970
report acknowledges many staffers from
RAND, SDC, and NSA: Robert Balzer and
Wade Holland from RAND; Clark Weissman
from SDC; and NSA’s Hilda Faust and Thomas
Chittenden, “who rewrote the entire document to produce the all-important second
draft.” Recall that Weissman led the SDC
efforts in time-sharing and multilevel computer security.
This article suggests that computer security
in these emerging years is aptly and accurately
located at “the intersection of material conditions with knowledge, politics, and society.” It
has shown how material conditions at SDC
and the NSA, especially the two multilevel
time-sharing systems Q-32 and RYE, formed
an immediate context for computer security
research that informed and led to the pioneering 1967 SJCC papers and the landmark 1970
Ware Report. Expanding knowledge, experiences, and practices about how to operate
complex multilevel time-sharing systems was
the immediate backdrop. In this respect,
SDC’s Q-32 and NSA’s RYE should be considered alongside the MIT and Honeywell Multics system as a generative locus for early
computer security.
This article also highlights the importance of shifting funding patterns and
political upheaval in the 1960s. Although
we often remember that decade as a high
tide in the Cold War, significant reductions
in direct military support at RAND
prompted Ware and RAND to engage the
concerns and problems of the wider society
more directly than ever before. Historians
have so far emphasized RAND’s noted
efforts in social policy and urban modeling
as expressions of this post-1967 vision, but
it is appropriate to view RAND’s computer
security work (and attendant public activity) as responding to this same aim. Even as
RAND’s Air Force funding was on the wane,
NSA’s funding for computing was impressively rising, giving the agency ample
experience with a global, time-sharing networked communication system. Thus, we
can understand the antecedent events to
the 1967–1970 origins of computer security
as a product of material, political, knowledge, and social elements.

More broadly, the discourse surrounding
computer security at RAND and elsewhere
reminds us of three general reflections. First,
computer security as a technical field interacts
with institutional dynamics and the broader
political and social environment. Second, this
environment can shape the outlook and focus
of participants in the technical field of computer security. And, finally, the real measure of
computer security is, in addition to robust
technical concepts, the wider dissemination
and embedding of computer security practices
in government, industry, finance, communication, and the entire range of computerdependent institutions.
Close attention to this early computer
security discourse suggests a lesson for computer historians who imagine distinct and
meaningful differences between hardware
and software. Instead, the 1967 and 1970
security graphics make plain that the power
of computing as well as its vulnerabilities can
be readily grasped when acknowledging the
critical links among all elements in a computing system, ranging across hardware, software,
communications,
organizational
routines, maintenance procedures, and the
bonds of trust placed in programmers and
computer operators. A history of computing
attentive to this big picture is sorely needed
to properly understand the security dilemmas
that were recognized in the past and that we
continue to face in the present and future.
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